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Introduction

The challenge addressed here is that of integrating modern theatre technology into
an historic theatre while maintaining the historic fabric of the theatre and preserving it for
future generations. To do this, a theatre in need of restoration is selected. If a theatre is
operating successfully with older equipment it may not need to update, and if restoration
work has been completed, or none is needed, then disturbing the historic fabric of the
theatre to modernize the systems may not be advisable.
Once the theatre is selected, it must be researched and its needs assessed.
The interior will be examined for restoration needs, with particular attention to the
auditorium, referred to hereafter as the house. The house is the section of the theatre
where the audience spends the most time, and is also most effected by modernization of
theatre equipment.
Any past proposals for restoration efforts will be taken into consideration.
Recommendations made by any consultants will be used in determining the best course
for the theatre.
Finally, the technology in use at the theatre will be evaluated for its impact on the
historic fabric of the theatre. If equipment has been modernized it may have been done
in a way that can damage the historic fabric. Various options for modernization with
minimal impact will be addressed.

Site Identiﬁcation

This study will focus on the Plays and Players Theatre, located at 1714 Delancey
Street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Fig. 1). The theatre is situated in the Rittenhouse
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Fig. 1, The Plays and
Players Theatre, 1712
Delancey Street

Historic District, less than two blocks south and one block east of Rittenhouse Square.
The theatre is in a primarily residential neighborhood, though shops and galleries are
located within only a couple of blocks to the north and east.
The Avenue of the Arts, home of the majority of Philadelphia's theatres and
entertainment venues, is three blocks east on Broad Street. This places The Plays and
Players Theatre close to the main concentration of theatres and thus it enjoys access to
various parking facilities, restaurants, and shops, while maintaining a quiet atmosphere
not possible to ﬁnd on busy Broad Street. The theatre is currently in operation as a live
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theatre venue and an educational facility for children.

Methodology
The Plays and Players Theatre was selected for this study after viewing several
items in the Glazer Collection at the Athenaeum of Philadelphia. The Plays and Players
Theatre was chosen for many reasons. There was available archival material on the
theatre. Both original blueprints and a wealth of newspaper articles were available. The
theatre was in need of restoration work and the owners of the theatre were amicable
to the study being conducted. The Plays and Players Organization had already taken
the ﬁrst steps towards restoration of the theatre. They had two separate proposals for
the restorations the murals by Edith Emerson and are actively raising funds for the
preservation.
Investigation of the theatre began with a visit to the structure. General
photographs of the interior spaces were taken at that time to record observations and The
Plays and Players organization provided research material including a set of blueprints,
two proposals, dated 1989 and 1992, for restoration of the murals, and a building
appraisal conducted in 1995. A second visit to the theatre was used for more detailed
photography and assessment of conditions of the house.
Subsequent visits involved a brief inspection of other areas of the theatre and
further assessment of house conditions with decorative elements more visible due to
lighting placement. The lower level and third ﬂoor were compared to the original
blueprints to determine what, if any, changes had been made to the structure.
Repositories in the Philadelphia area unfortunately yielded little more material
than was originally uncovered at the Athenaeum of Philadelphia. The Historic Society
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of Pennsylvania, Free Library of Philadelphia, Philadelphia City Archives, and The
University of Pennsylvania Architectural Archives were all searched without success.
Temple University Archives had a number of articles in their clippings collection;
unfortunately, the sources of these articles were generally obscured. The Philadelphia
Historical Commission had a series of exterior photographs taken in the 1960s.
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History of the Plays and Players Theatre

Little Theatre

To understand the concept of Little Theatre it is important to ﬁrst understand the
theatre of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Two major types of theatres
existed, the grand theatres that showed opera and other large scale productions, and the
vaudeville houses. The vaudeville houses were the only venue available for the short
play with a small ensemble; even then it was shown as a curtain opener and was almost
always farcical.
Little Theatre began in France in the late nineteenth century with a small
experimental theatre at 37 Elysee des Beaux Arts established by Andre Antoine.
The Theatre Libre, or Free Theatre, was not a for-proﬁt undertaking. Antoine
started a movement where theatre would be free of commercialization and open to
experimentation. The ﬁrst naturalistic plays were shown at his theatre. A second Little
Theatre opened in France, and from there the movement spread to Eastern Europe,
England, and in the early twentieth century found its way to America.1
Controversial theatre was on the rise. Henrik Ibsen and August Strindberg both
saw their work banned by their country's police. In Russia, Stanislavski introduced the
concept of a director to the stage and founded the Moscow Art Theatre where the works
of Anton Chekhov premiered. Shakespeare was performed as always, though sometimes
in the form of Ubu Roi, Alfred Jarry's parody of Macbeth. Oscar Wilde, George Bernard
Shaw, Frank Wedekind, and Eugene O'Neill were among the playwrights of the time, the
Little Theatre the home for their new forms of theatre. The artistic community saw the
rise of DADA, surrealism, and the theatre of the absurd.2
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Little Theatres can vary in size. They can have a seating capacity as small as
seventy, or a larger one of three hundred. However, intimacy is important in all Little
Theatres, and exceeding an audience far beyond three hundred would threaten to dissolve
that intimacy between performer and audience. The crucial deﬁning element of a Little
Theatre is experimentation. Little Theatre was run almost entirely by amateurs or
amateurs on their way to becoming professionals.3
In general, the organization of Little Theatres was consistent. There was a Board
of Directors, consisting of a general director, secretary, treasurer, technical director play
reader, business manager, stage manager, and actors. Usually, the general director was
the main ﬁnancial contributor to the group, but that is not necessary.4
Experimental theatre has been much more prominent in late twentieth century
and early twenty-ﬁrst century America than it was in the early twentieth century. The
musical Hair, ﬁrst produced in 1967, broke the theoretical 'fourth wall' of the theatre that
separated the audience from the performers by involving the audience in the show. In
the 1980s Angels in America addressed the issues of homosexuality and AIDs on stage.
While Little Theatre continues to exist, it is not the popular exceptionality it once was,
and many Little Theatres have faded into history.
Many of the original buildings that housed the original Little Theatre companies
still stand, and some have become traditional playhouses. The Plays and Players Theatre
in Philadelphia has retained the philosophy original to Little Theatres, while also leasing
the theatre space to a traditional theatre company.
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Fig. 2, Original Facade Drawing of the Plays and Players Theatre
Available from the Temple University Urban Archives Clipping Collection

The Construction of the Theatre

The Plays and Players Theatre was originally constructed as the Metropolitan
Dramatic School by Mrs. Beulah E. Jay in 1912 (Fig. 2). She purchased three residential
properties, 1712, 1714, and 1716 Delancey Street and erected the theatre on the combined
lots5. It was also known at the time as The Little Theatre, inspired by the 'Little Theatre'
movement. Mrs. Jay, however, intended to allow the production of plays by any
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playwright who had a play that the theatre deemed worthy, not just those works of the
popular writers. This presented a fantastic opportunity for new writers. The extent to
which this policy was carried out is unknown. One article prior to the opening of the
theatre, quoting Mrs. Jay, proclaimed it would present "unusual" dramatic works and
plays for children.6
We are not going in particularly for the literary works, as perhaps has been the
aim of the Toy Theatre, in Boston, in which the plays of Sudermann, Shaw,
Bordeaux, De Musset and Schnitlen, Davis, Herford, Peabody and MacKaye have
been given, although the Toy Theatre is a private institute, not a public one run
on commercial lines. In Chicago the small theatre enterprise of last winter
running plays much as "The Lady from the Sea," "The Learned Ladies," "Gold,"
"The Stranger," "The Passing of the Torch," "The Maternal Instinct," "The Coffee
House" and "June Madness" is said to have dropped $40,000. This is scarcely my
desire.
What I aim to give will be the [good] plays without touching any of the extremes.
Any one who thinks he or [she] has a play that is good enough is... welcome to
submit it for our [examination] with the assurance of... production if we
[approve].7

The Plays and Players Theatre opened in March of 1913, then referred to as The
Little Theatre, and one year later direction of the theatre was transferred by a lease from
Mrs. Jay to actress and director Annie Russell.8 Some confusion over a telegraph bill in
1917 led to the advertisement of a sheriff's sale of the theatre's property.9
In the 1917 publication The Little Theatre in the United States, Constance D'Arcy
Mackay identiﬁed those theatres in the country that she qualiﬁed as Little Theatres. Two
theatres from Philadelphia were mentioned, The Little Theatre of Philadelphia and the
association Plays and Players, which was in the planning process of building a permanent
theatre venue. According to Mackay, "No Little Theatre in the United States has clung
more tenaciously to the idea for which it was established than has the Little Theatre of
8

Philadelphia."10 She also commented on the already established connection between the
Plays and Players and the Philadelphia School of Design.11
Five years after the opening, the murals of Edith Emerson, depicting the Greek
myth of Dionysus and Ariadne, were presented to the theatre. In 1922 Plays and Players
purchased the theatre. They intended to use the third ﬂoor of the theatre as club rooms
and boasted and extensive dramatic library. A workshop on experimental theatre where
actors took on unusual roles and tested various scenic and lighting environments was to
take place almost immediately. The club's previous repertoire of one-act plays would
expand to include dramas of multiple acts. The organization also intended to allow other
local groups access to the theatre for their performances.12
The Plays and Players Organization was founded in 1911 as an amateur theatrical
group. Before their acquisition of the Plays and Players Theatre they presented their
productions on the second ﬂoor of 43 South 18th Street. That facility only provided
seating for one hundred and four. All technical work, including direction and design, is
done by members of the club. Plays and Players has been in continual operation since
its founding, presenting over four hundred plays and continuing to hold classes that
introduce children to the theatrical world.13 These classes are held in the theatre and
enrollment is available to any child who wishes to attend.
Members of the Plays and Players Organization pay an annual membership fee
and may attend all Plays and Players functions and productions. They additionally
have use of the Bar and Corporation's rooms within the boundaries of the established
rules and regulations. The Plays and Players Organization is managed by a board
of directors consisting of twelve members.14 The theatre is currently leased by the
Philadelphia Theatre Company to produce a series of performances each year, focusing
on contemporary plays and American playwrights.
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Amos W. Barnes - The Architect

The designer the Plays and Players Theatre was Amos Warren Barnes (1867
- 1953), architect and engineer in Philadelphia. Barnes was a native of Brooklyn, New
York, and received his education, a B.S. and Civil Engineering degree, in 1885 from
New York University. His ﬁrst work was as a civil engineer in New Jersey in the ﬁrm
of Charles B. Brush. That work was followed by positions with railroad companies in
Brooklyn, Michigan, and Chicago. Barnes moved to Pennsylvania to work with the
Bridge and Construction Department of Pencoyd Iron Works in Pencoyd, Pennsylvania.
In 1893 Barnes opened his own engineering ofﬁce in Philadelphia. Though he was not
listed as an architect in the city directory until 1905, the Philadelphia Real Estate Record
and Builders Guide described architecture attributed to Barnes in earlier years. He
designed a wide variety of structures, including dwellings, churches, theatres, factories,
and ofﬁce buildings. As a member of the Masonic Temple, Barnes designed both the
Roxborough and Manayunk Masonic Halls. He designed at least ﬁve theatres in the
Philadelphia area, including the Forrest Theatre in 1906, most of which are now closed.15

Edith Emerson - The Mural Artist

Edith Emerson (1888 - 1981) was a student at the Pennsylvania Academy of the
Fine Arts, attending a class taught by Violet Oakley. Oakley was a founding member of
the Philadelphia Art Alliance of which Emerson was also a member. The impetus behind
designing a series of murals for the Plays and Players Theatre, then known as The Little
Theatre, was a preservation effort to keep the theatre operating in the slow economy
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brought on by World War I, and most likely a marketing effort to attract theatre patrons.
In the spring of 1916 Emerson's plans for the mural were accepted and the paintings were
begun and ﬁrst displayed at the Academy's annual exhibit.16
The murals were based on the myth of Dionysus, the Greek god of wine and the
theatre, and Ariadne, the daughter of King Minos. They were painted in a combination of
Greek/Minoan, Eastern, Chinese, and Japanese styles. The legend told of the conquering
of the Minotaur by the hero Theseus, who in exchange received Ariadne as his bride.
After Theseus abandoned her, the god Dionysus found her and took her as wife. The
worship of Dionysus was told to bring about such a frenzy that his followers, the
Bacchae, could not differentiate between fantasy and reality.17
The murals were unveiled at the theatre in 1918 with a grand ceremony. The
murals were said to bring the auditorium to equal the actors, making it as grand and
decorated as the plays themselves. At the ceremony, Violet Oakley was quoted as saying
the murals "set the mood, illuminate the walls, reveal a ﬁne idea, and present a message
of art eloquently in a manner novel to theatres in this country."18
After the commission of the murals for The Plays and Players Theatre, Edith
Emerson became Violet Oakley's partner in her studio. Emerson went on to serve as
vice-president, president, and curator of the Woodmere Art Museum, her tenure lasting
from 1940 to 1978. Her work can be seen at Bryn Mawr College (a portrait of Cornelia
Otis Skinner) and at the Haverford School (the sundial panel).19

Signiﬁcance

The Plays and Players Theatre represents a mix of two distinct architectural styles.
The Arts and Crafts movement is seen in the tile work and simple design of the exterior
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and in the lobbies (Fig. 3). The auditorium was designed in the Classical Revival style
(Fig. 4). It is one of few remaining continually operating theatres in Philadelphia, staying
faithful to the Little Theatre Movement that sparked its construction. The brick and tile
exterior, combined with the classical interior create an unusual marriage of two separate
schools of architecture.

Fig. 3, Lobby Interior
of the Plays and Players
Theatre
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Fig. 4, House Interior of the Plays and Players Theatre

The Plays and Players Theatre was listed on the National Register of Historic
Places on March 14, 1973, and on the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places on October
27, 1970 and February 8, 1995, as an individual structure and as part of the Rittenhouse
Historic District respectively (Appendix B).20
When the Plays and Players organization purchased The Little Theatre it merged
the only two organizations for Little Theatre in Philadelphia, and now remains as the sole
surviving example of Little Theatre in the city.
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Description of Theatre

Physical Description of Theatre, Both Exterior and Interior

The Plays and Players Theatre is a three-story, three-bay tapestry-brick structure,
constructed in English bond with alternating course of headers and stretchers above
a granite base. The main doors, a pair of double doors are located at the center of the
facade. The original doors had four wooden panels, though now they only retain the
lowest panel and the upper three have been replaced by a single glass panel. Above the
main doors is a ten light transom. Between the transom and main doors, a marquee is
suspended by three chains afﬁxed to ornamental lion heads. On either side of the main

Fig. 5, Exterior of the Plays and Players Theatre
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doors are symmetrical side doors, reached by four granite stairs. The side doors are three
panel wooden doors (Fig. 5).
The second story has two round windows that open into the ofﬁce; each window
with glass in a four leaf clover design. Above the windows, separating the second and
third stories, are two decorative bands of brick in a herringbone pattern with diamond
shaped ornamental tiles. The bands sit below and above a bas relief terra cotta frieze with
ﬁgures in a Greek style (Fig. 6). The artist of this sculpting is unknown.
The third story contains three one over one double-hung sash windows. Above
the windows is a pressed metal entablature showing extensive patina. The entablature
leads to a ﬂat roof.

Fig. 6, Exterior, Frieze, decorative tile work, and circular windows
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Fig. 7, Ground Floor
Plan. Drawing by
Sarah Maxime Hyson based on original
blueprints by Amos W.
Barnes, available from
the Plays and Players
Theatre Archives.
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Fig. 8, Basement
Plan. Drawing by
Sarah Maxime Hyson based on original blueprints by
Amos W. Barnes,
available from the
Plays and Players
Theatre Archives.
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Fig. 9, Second Floor
Plan. Drawing by
Sarah Maxime Hyson based on original
blueprints by Amos
W. Barnes, available from the Plays
and Players Theatre
Archives.
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Fig. 10, Third Floor
Plan. Drawing by
Sarah Maxime Hyson
based on original
blueprints by Amos W.
Barnes, available from
the Plays and Players
Theatre Archives.
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Patrons enter the theatre through the pair of main double doors. Once in the
lobby, there are two arched doorways to the right and left leading to the stairs (Fig. 7).
The stairs to the right lead both down to the basement level and up to the balcony level
(Fig. 8 and 9). The stairs on the left lead up to the balcony level, and then to the third
ﬂoor (Fig. 10). Beyond the doorways are two windows. The left window opens into
the box ofﬁce. The right window is behind a concession counter. Another set of arched
doorways lead to short hallways providing access to the box ofﬁce and concession ofﬁce
and to small storage space. The lobby is faced in the same brick as the exterior with the
same decorative tile that appears in the bands below and above the frieze (Fig. 11).
The entrance to the main auditorium, or house, is located directly opposite the
main doors on the lobby level. The doors opening to the house mimic the main doors,
though the outer two doors are false. Once in the house there are seating platforms

Fig. 11, Decorative Tile in Lobby
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Fig. 12, Above Theatre Aisle

Figure 13, Below Proscenium Arch
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on either side that step down to a gently raked seating area. The ﬂoor is wood, with a
commercial grade carpet runner down the center aisle (Fig. 12). The stage is directly
ahead and has a wood paneled apron that projects out from the proscenium and angles
back on either side to meet the proscenium arch. The arch is rectangular in shape with
decorative moulding (Fig. 13).
The Emerson murals are numbered here according to the progression of the story
of Dionysus as told in the murals (Fig. 14, 15, 16). Above the arch is Panel Five, one of
the seven original Emerson murals on the same theme, depicting the marriage procession

Fig. 14, Proscenium Arch Mural
Adapted from original blueprints available from the Plays and Players Theatre Archive
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Fig. 15, Above House Right Panels
Fig. 16, Below House Left Panels
Adapted from original blueprints available from the Plays and Players Theatre Archive
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Fig. 17 Panel Five, Mural Above Proscenium

of Dionysus and Ariadne (Fig. 17). The murals are painted on canvas and glued to the
plaster walls. On either side of the proscenium are plaster pilasters, topped by plaster
Corinthian capitals, which rest on a plaster base atop wood paneling that circles the room.
Between the proscenium and pilasters, the walls are covered in fabric tapestry, though
the pattern and color have been almost entirely obscured by paint. Above Panel Five and
the capitals is a full entablature that circles the room with acanthus leaves, egg and dart,
dentils, and corbels.
In the corner leading to the house right wall is a pilaster topped with capital that
leads to another pilaster which begins the framing of Panel One, depicting the arrival
of Theseus in Minoa where he intends to ﬁght the Minotaur (Fig. 18). A narrow fabric
wall covering separates the framing pilasters of Panel One and Panel Two, depicting the
labyrinth in which hides the Minotaur that Theseus ﬁghts (Fig. 19). The framing of an
exit door cuts into the lower portion of this mural. The pilaster that frames the farthest
edge of Panel Two meets the paneled wall of the balcony. In the area below the balcony
the wall is covered in fabric with another pair of exit doors and the lower portions of
pilasters. Above the balcony is Panel Six, with a map, writing, and symbols all associated
with the legend of Dionysus and Ariadne (Fig. 20). The mural surrounds an exit door that
is more plainly framed than the lower doors and leads to the next pilaster and capital. Up
the steeply raked balcony and on the back wall are corner pilasters and capitals (Fig. 21).
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Fig. 18, Panel One, House Right
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Fig. 19, Panel Two, House Right
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Fig. 20, Above, Panel Six, Balcony Right
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Fig. 21, Below, Corner Columns

Fig. 22, Panel Seven, Balcony Left

The back wall, both below and above the balcony, has a large expanse of fabric
wall covering. The orchestra level has a pair of exit doors in the corners under the
pilasters. In the center of the wall on the orchestra level are the doors leading out to the
lobby. On the balcony level the machine room projects into the seating area as far as one
row. To house right of the machine room is the sound station and then a door leading
to the second ﬂoor lobby. To house left of the machine room is a short row of seats
followed by another door leading to the second ﬂoor lobby.
The house left wall mirrors the house right wall in all but the subjects of the
murals. The balcony mural, Panel Seven, has more writing and symbols associated with
the legend and a map of the island of Crete, where Minoa was located (Fig. 22). The
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Fig. 23, Panel Three, House Left
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Fig. 24, Panel Four, House Left
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next panel in the house, approaching the stage, is Panel Three. It depicts the abandoning
of Ariadne by Theseus and the suicide of Theseus's father thinking his son is dead (Fig.
23). Panel Four, closest to the stage, shows the discovery of Ariadne by Dionysus and
Aphrodite (Fig. 24).
The other public areas of the theatre are accessible from the lobbies. Taking the
stairs to the basement level, the patron is brought to a lounge area and restrooms, none
of which are in their original condition. The electrical supply for the theatre is located
in this area and is curtained off. A locked door leads to the dressing rooms and provides
access to backstage left via a spiral stair that climbs to the ﬂy gallery, paint rail, and grid.
Up the stairs and past the lobby onto the left hand stairs, a decorative gate is
encountered at a landing mid-way. The second ﬂoor lobby is dominated by the ofﬁce

Fig. 25, Second Floor Lobby Area and Ofﬁce Enclosure
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that curves out from the outer wall. The lower half of the ofﬁce wall is paneled wood,
while the upper half is windowed with textured glass for privacy, letting light in but not
allowing patrons to see the interior. This level provides access to the machine room, or
booth, and balcony level seating (Fig. 25).
Up the ﬁnal ﬂight of stairs to the third ﬂoor is a lounge, leading to either an ofﬁce,
or a classroom that once was an assembly hall. The physical layout of the space was not
altered, and it is not known when the use changed. The classroom has theatrical lights set
up for rehearsal (Fig. 26). Next to the classroom is the bar area with another entrance to
the ofﬁce and entrance to a storage area and kitchen, which was originally the make-up
room (Fig. 27).

Fig. 26, Classroom Space on Third Floor
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Fig. 27, Third Floor Bar/Lounge Area

Condition Analysis of Theatre

The current ﬂoor plan of the Plays and Players Theatre does not differ
signiﬁcantly from the original design. The basement level consists of two sections: one
open to the public and one private. The public section has a lounge area and restrooms.
One former restroom has been converted to storage space. The private section is
comprised of dressing rooms for performers. The main lobby and house are located on
the ﬁrst ﬂoor, essentially unchanged from their original conﬁguration. The second ﬂoor
has an ofﬁce space, indicated as such on the original plans and continuing to operate in
that capacity, a machine booth, and the balcony seating level. The only area that has
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seen great changes is the third ﬂoor. The lounge remains as intended. The assembly hall
has been converted to a classroom and the classroom to a bar area. The former make-up
room contains the kitchen facilities for the bar area and leads to bathrooms. The private
ofﬁce is used for storage and the school ofﬁce continues to function as an ofﬁce.
There is little written or pictorial evidence of the decoration for most of the
historic interior. Without invasive study one must theorize as to what changes have
occurred over time. While it appears that the rooms on the third ﬂoor and the basement
level have been changed quite a bit, the stairwells and areas of the ﬁrst and second ﬂoor
still open to the public appear to be mostly in their original ﬁnishes. The main lobby
areas are constructed in brick laid in an English bond, alternating rows of headers and
stretchers, and embellished with decorative tile (Fig 28). The tile resembles that made

Fig. 28, Lobby Brick
and Tile Work
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by the Mercer Tile Works of Bucks County, Pennsylvania, but no evidence was found
to either support or preclude that possibility. The ofﬁce on the second ﬂoor is built out
from the outer wall with wood paneling and glass, remaining in the same conﬁguration as
shown on the original blueprints.
The area that has changed the most, yet still has the most publicly visible quantity
of historic fabric, is the house. One article published prior to the opening of the theatre
stated, "The auditorium, of generally classical design, will avoid any garish effects of red
and gold and will be ﬁnished rather in subdued tones."21 Following the opening of the
theatre, one critic stated, "There has evidently been a conscious effort to get away from
the conventional red plush and brass trimmings, and the result is singularly pleasing...
The auditorium is ﬁnished in a classic Roman style in Circassian walnut and gobelin
tapestry... the coloring soft and subdued."22 Mackay described the interior as "charmingly
decorated in brown and old gold."23 The coloring scheme mentioned in these articles has
been changed over time. Currently the dominant colors of the auditorium are white and
red.
The wood of the auditorium, the wood along the base of the seating, the wood as
part of the seats themselves, and the wood paneling on the walls has been painted. The
wood in the seating area has been painted red, and its red appears to be the only extant
paint layer (Fig. 29). Physical examination of this wood shows that underneath the red
paint the wood was ﬁnished with a stain darker than the natural color. The paint shows
wear and the removal of a previous moulding along the upper edge of the raised seating
platform (Fig. 30). On the seats there are gold accents to the red paint, in direct contrast
to the descriptions of the theatre from the time of its opening. Both the gold and red paint
is wearing and has some drips of white paint similar to that on the wall fabric panels (Fig.
31). The wood paneling on the walls is currently white, though visual inspection shows
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Fig. 29, Above, Chipping Red Paint on Seating Platfroms
Fig. 30, Below, Moulding Missing from Seating Platform
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Fig. 31, Auditorium
Stanchions with Red
and Gold Paint and
White Paint Drips

at least one prior painting campaign. The pilasters and their bases are painted white,
with both red and gold paint visible where white has chipped away (Fig. 32). Evidence
of earlier painting shows on the edge of some of the pilasters, where the white paint was
not applied (Figure 33). The capitals of the columns are painted gold, with salmon accent
(Fig. 34). Two different types of gold paint are visible on the balcony level capitals, one
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Fig. 32, Above,
Pilaster Base with
Chipped Paint
Fig. 33, Left, Exposed
Paint on Side of
Pilaster
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Fig. 34, Above, Capitals

Fig. 35, Below, Differing Gold Paints
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of which has a more granular and reﬂective quality than the underlying layer (Fig. 35).
There is chipping of paint on the pilasters, the wall paneling, but most signiﬁcantly on the
proscenium (Fig. 36).
The proscenium, of all the decorative elements, also shows the greatest amount
of structural wear. There are chunks missing from the main framing of the proscenium,
as well as from the moulding on both its inner and outer portions of the proscenium. The
size of the missing pieces indicates damage by collisions (Fig. 37). Along the base of the
proscenium there are splashes of paint in a wide variety of colors from several paintings
of the stage ﬂoor. As it is common practice for theatres in general to paint the ﬂoor of a
stage for each production as according to the needs of the scenic designer, the ﬂoor most
likely receives a fresh coat of paint at least four times each year (Fig. 38).

Fig. 36, Chipping Paint on the Proscenium
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Fig. 37, Left, Damage to
Proscenium
Fig. 38, Below, Splattered
Paint on Proscenium from
Painting Stage Floor
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Other physical damage to the decorative elements of the house appears in the
wood paneling, the pilasters, the capitals, and the posts that support the balcony rail.
Four panels on house right near the stage are cracked down their centers. The lower
portions of many of the pilasters, just above where they meet the bases, show horizontal
cracking (Fig. 39). The straight line and consistent location of the cracking indicates the
meeting of materials, most likely sectioning of the pilasters, as the bases and main bodies
of the pilasters both show plaster construction. There are chunks of plaster missing
from multiple pilasters and their capitals, mostly due to damage from ladders during the

Fig. 39, Horizontal Cracking at Pilaster Bases
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Fig. 40, Damage to Capitals

hanging of lighting instruments (Fig. 40). The damage was extensive enough to warrant
the replacement of two pilasters with molded plastic reproductions. One balcony post
has a signiﬁcant amount of missing wood and exposed nails (Fig. 41). The ceiling of the
house shows no structural damage to the decorative plaster work. The ceiling below the
balcony seating area has some peeling paint.
Above the wood paneling and between pilasters, the walls are covered in two
types of fabric. There are the panels of Edith Emerson and another fabric. The pattern
of the fabric lining the walls is difﬁcult to distinguish, as layers of red paint have ﬁlled
the crevices of the weave (Fig. 42). A few sections that most likely were covered during
the painting have been subsequently exposed and evidence of the original pattern and
coloring is visible. The fabric originally had a light neutral background color with a
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Fig. 41, Left,
Damaged Balcony
Post
Fig. 42, Below,
Fabric Panels with
Red Paint
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Fig. 43, Left, Exposed Fabric Pattern

Fig. 44, Right, Exposed Fabric Pattern
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ﬂoral pattern of red, green, and gold (Fig. 43). As the sample that shows this partial
exposure of the pattern is small, and the repeat large though unknown, it is possible that
more colors exist (Fig. 44).
Many portions of the fabric panels, particularly in the rear of the house on the
orchestra level, also have a considerable amount of white paint on them from painting
other portions of the house (Fig. 45). In addition to the paint covering the original pattern
and coloring of the fabric, there are many areas where the fabric is falling away from the
walls, such as the rear wall of the house on the orchestra level and on the balcony level
(Fig. 46). Furthermore, there is considerable wear on sections of the fabric wall covering
in highly trafﬁcked areas. The majority of the wear is on the balcony level, where the

Fig. 45, White Paint on Fabric Panels
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Fig. 46, Above, Fabric
Pulling Away from Wall
Fig. 47, Left, Fabric
Wear
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patrons in the rear row come into contact with the fabric and where the sound station in
the balcony is located (Fig. 47). In several areas the trim that borders the fabric panels is
missing.
The fabric panels of Edith Emerson have sustained damage over the years. The
panels are numbered as per the description of the panels in the previous section. Panel
One, orchestral house right, closest to stage, has drips of white paint. Painting is fading
or cracking on some portions of the panel (Fig. 48). There is a small amount of peeling
on the lower left portion of the panel. Panel Two, orchestral house right, furthest from
the stage, has white paint drips. It is peeling on both the lower right and left corners and
is wrinkling on the lower right (Fig. 49). There is a small hole on the left side of the
panel. Panel Three, orchestral house left, furthest from the stage, has drips of white paint,

Fig. 48, Wrinkling and Cracking of Panel One
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Fig. 49, Left, Wrinkling and Paint
Damage to Panel Two

Fig. 50, Right, Paint Damage to
Panel Three
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one of which appears to be smudged from attempted removal at the time of the drip.
There is wrinkling on the lower right portion of the panel and along the pilaster at the
panel's left edge (Fig. 50). Panel Four, auditorium house left, closest to stage, has drips
of white paint. There is signiﬁcant wrinkling from the lower left corner extending up and
to the right across the panel. The right side of the panel shows many missing chips of
paint. There are scattered small holes across the panel (Fig. 51). Panel Five, above the
proscenium arch, shows little to no damage. Panels Six and Seven, balcony level, left
and right, show a minor amount of white paint damage and wear. In many places where
the murals are pulling loose from the walls small tacks or nails have been used to try to
cease the separation or reattach the canvas.

Fig. 51, Small Holes, Wrinkling, and Paint Damage to Panel Four
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The Emerson paint panels and fabric panels that show the majority of the damage
are those that are out of reach of the patrons of the theatre. This leads one to believe
that the theatre employees are responsible for some of the damage, while environmental
impact can be credited with the wrinkling of the murals. The most damage to the
fabric wall covering is in the area for the sound technician, possibly from movement
of the chair. This are also gives the largest sampling of the original fabric pattern and
coloring, though the fabric is worn. The drips of white paint can be attributed to sloppy
workmanship on the part of technicians, contractors, or Plays and Players members who
refresh the white paint of the pilasters and trim. The structural damage to the capitals, the
pilasters, and the proscenium most likely all resulted from careless placement of ladders
or handling of tools while constructing and installing scenery and hanging and focusing
lighting instruments.
Microscopic paint analysis should be undertaken to determine the original paint
scheme of the theatre, with samples taken from the wood paneling, all portions of the
proscenium, the bases, pilasters, and capitals, the seating area, and the doors. Samples
should also be taken from the ceiling, even though it is in excellent condition. This
documentation can prove to be of value when future repainting is desired or necessary.
It is not recommended that paint analysis be conducted on the stage ﬂoor, as the color
of the ﬂoor changes with each production, unless the theatre wishes to see a history of
the scenic design through the ﬂoor coloring. With the exception of the Emerson murals,
there is no indication that decorative paint work appeared on any of the surfaces but
as a precaution multiple samples should be taken from several areas to eliminate this
possibility.
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Existing Proposals
Proposals for the restoration of the Emerson murals were conducted in 1978 and
1989 by Newman Galleries and Steven B. Erisoty Paintings Conservation respectively
(Appendix C and D). The proposal by Newman Galleries called for cleaning, varnishing,
and retouching of the balcony murals and the mural above the stage. For the orchestra
level murals, Newman Galleries proposed to remove them, clean the backs of the murals
and the walls, re-adhere the murals to the walls, and clean, varnish, and retouch the
murals. The gallery's proposal was estimated to cost $17,200, not including the cost of
scaffolding or applicable sales taxes.24
The process proposed by Erisoty for the restoration of the murals was much more
extensive, with an estimated cost of $44,000. While agreeing with Newman Galleries
that the balcony murals and the mural above the stage solely required cleaning and
retouching, he recommended much more work for the orchestra level murals as they
were identiﬁed as having "serious structural problems, as well as cosmetic problems."25
Erisoty determined that the adhesive holding the lower murals and the paint layer it
was applied had deteriorated due to environmental impact, causing the murals to pull
away from the walls and exhibit the wrinkling seen in the conditions assessment. The
wrinkling, in part, may have contributed to the loss of paint. Erisoty called for the
construction of false walls with air spaces to reattach the four lower murals to in hopes to
avoid a repetition of the problems exhibited. Such walls would "reduce the visible depth
of the pilasters, but would seem a change necessary for the preservation of the paintings,"
according to Erisoty 26.
The condition of the murals shows that the theatre acted on neither of the
proposals. With the continuing temperature ﬂuctuations natural to Philadelphia and the
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continual seepage of moisture through the building's masonry, the condition of the murals
will continue to deteriorate over time.
The two proposals for the restoration of the murals would correct the damage that
has already occurred, but might not protect the murals from future damage. The only
recommendation to the effect of prevention, made in the Eriosty proposal, was to build
the murals out away from the walls and provide a pocket of protection from the elements.
Unless the space built between the existing walls and the new proposed location for the
murals was signiﬁcant, this attempt at preservation would only delay the deterioration
process, not halt it altogether. There are a number of conservation journals which address
the issues the Plays and Players face regarding the murals, including the Journal of the
American Institute for Conservation and Art and Archaeology Technical Abstracts.
The only feasible way to protect the murals from eventual destruction by
conditions beyond the control of the theatre is to alter the historic fabric of the theatre
itself. If the position of the murals is changed dramatically enough, it will be possible to
protect them and continue to display them for the enjoyment of the theatre patrons.
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Lighting

Lighting a Proscenium Stage

In a theatre such as the Plays and Players there can be little variation to the
standard lighting positions. As a small proscenium theatre with a thrust stage there are
only a few practical locations for the pipes used to hang lights. This is due mostly to
a lighting theory known as the McCandless Method which combines warm and cool
colored light on 45ᑻ angles on both the horizontal and vertical (Fig. 52).27 Though not
strictly adhered to by lighting designers, this method is one of the bases used in teaching
lighting design and can be adjusted to suit a designer's particular style.

Fig. 52, McCandless Method
Richard H. Palmer, The Lighting Art: The Aesthetics of Stage Lighting Design
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In order for the Method to work properly there must be the lighting positions to
accommodate the lighting design. This entails overhead lights, lights providing a frontal
wash, and lighting from the sides, such as those positioned in front of the murals at the
Plays and Players Theatre. Removing that lighting position altogether would make basic
standard lighting designs impossible to execute; the only reasonable options for the Plays
and Players Theatre are placing a permanent lighting position in front of or behind the
murals.
Those unfamiliar with lighting design may question why the side positions
cannot be eliminated, why the lights above the stage and those at balcony level and the
rear of the house are not sufﬁcient. The issue is a matter of modeling, enhancing threedimensional shape on stage through the use of lighting. With lights only from above and
ﬂat on the subject, a three-dimensional shape loses its depth. Angled light is needed for
the audience to fully appreciate the shape of the set, the props, and the actors themselves.

Analysis of Current Positions

As technology advances, theatre owners ﬁnd themselves needing to adapt historic
theatres to ﬁt the demands of modern directors and designers. The most visually invasive
of these alterations concerns lighting instruments. As lighting designers attempt to use
every possible lighting angle in a design, semi-permanent lighting positions must be
erected from scratch in older houses that do not support modern lights. The Plays and
Players Theatre ﬁnds itself in such a situation. On either side of the stage a steel pipe
cage has been erected from which to hang lights (Fig. 53). The cages rest on the spots
that once held the box seats. The cages support speakers and a truss that sits on level
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Fig. 53, Steels Pipes Installed for Lighting Instruments

with Panel Five but far enough out from the mural that the lights do not noticeably
damage it. The lights do, however, block the audience's view of the mural, which
seriously compromises the signiﬁcance of Emerson's work.
In their current conﬁguration the steel cages are much more intrusive than the
truss. The piping is located against the wall, in some places causing damage to the
plaster capitals. One pipe extends down approximately one third across the panels closest
to the stage. From this pipe, arms are clamped to extend out and support multiple lights
(Fig. 54). When the arms are clamped in place, wrenches most likely hit the murals
accidentally. To hang the lights on the arms ladders must be used, which, if not self
supporting, are propped against either decorative plaster work or the murals themselves.
Once the lights are hanging, cable must be brought to them, which will most
probably contact the murals at some point. During the light focus, the angle of the light,
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Fig. 54, Lighting Positions
Obstructing Mural

the shutters, and the barrels are adjusted, sometimes necessitating that the technician
reach around a light at an awkward angle. In doing so, the technician might lean against
a mural so as not to fall. When considering these potential problems caused by just this
one lighting position it is no wonder that the two murals closest to the stage are in the
worst condition.
The next lighting position to consider does not affect the murals directly, but
it is located in a narrow space between pilasters and capitals. Hanging the topmost
lights without hitting the capitals is awkward. There is no acceptable place to rest a
ladder during a light hang or focus for this position. A freestanding ladder is therefore a
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Fig. 55, Lighting Position on Balcony

necessity.
The balcony rail shows bolt marks, evidence of being used as a lighting position
in the past. Adding weight to the rail puts strain on the posts, which already show
damage. A lower position has been established that does not damage the posts, obstruct
audience view lines of the stage, or block viewing of decorative detail prior to or after the
show (Fig. 55).

Alternate Solutions

The most problematic lighting position to ﬁnd an alternative for is also the most
difﬁcult to alter: the pipe of the lighting cages that is closest to the murals. The easiest
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solution is to tell lighting designers they cannot use that pipe, as it is for structural
purposes only. This would draw complaints of the loss of a lighting angle. As can be
seen in the photograph of this position a light is hung from an arm extended back from
the pipe closer to the stage. Though that position does not provide the same angles, it
comes close. More horizontal pipes can be installed to compensate for the loss of the
vertical pipe; they can be used under the condition that lights or arms are not hung within
eighteen inches of the mural.
An obtrusive solution that would be costly and labor intensive but would offer
good lighting angles would involve the removal of one seat and the extension of the cage
further into the house from its current position. The lost revenue from the seat on each
side would be insigniﬁcant. Though this solution effects the historic aesthetic of the
house by removing seats, it is preferable in this author's view to the current obstructed
view of the murals.
The most practical solution is a combination of the above. The pipe closest to the
murals would carry neither lights nor arms for lights. Horizontal pipes would be added
to compensate for the loss of vertical positions with the condition that lights are kept a
speciﬁed distance from the murals.
The lighting position between the two pilasters has two possible solutions to the
problem it presents. The ﬁrst is to put a height restriction on the hanging of lights on that
pipe. All lights must be hung below the level of the capitals to prevent further damage.
The other possible solution is to install a vertical truss, with the pipe furthest from the
wall used for hanging lights. This solution would allow lights to hang at the level of
the capitals, so long as arms are no used to hang the light closer to the capital, as well as
keeping wrenches further away from the pilasters.
When lights are hung at the balcony level the lighting pipe installed at the base
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of the balcony can be used. The pipe that acts as the balcony rail can be off limits to
lighting designers and sound designers. No speakers shall be placed where lights are
forbidden.

Lighting Instruments and Wiring

The current lighting instrument most commonly used in the house is the
ellipsoidal reﬂector spotlight (ERS). Generally, the heat emitted from the back of the
majority of such lights appears to create no great danger to the murals. The light which
is replacing the standard ERS is the Source Four light, distributed by Electronic Theatre
Controls, Inc. (ETC) (Fig. 56). "The aluminum reﬂectors have been redesigned for the
newest lamp technology and one manufacturer then bounces the light off a cold mirror
to remove the heat from the optical path. The reduction in heat through the front of the
unit lengthens gel, template, and shutter life."28 The heat that is reduced through the
front of the instrument is redirected to the back of the instrument. The high level of heat

Fig. 56, Source Four light
by ETC
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concentrated on the murals would have a negative effect on them. To protect the murals,
the current type of lighting instrument should be continued for use in the house, rather
than upgrading to the Source Four lights.
As cable is currently run through the house, nails and screws are driven into the
woodwork and the cable is tied to the nails or screws or draped over the balcony (Fig.
57). This puts unnecessary strain on the woodwork. To avoid the potential damage to
wood or plaster, cables can be run along the edge of the ﬂoor, covered with carpet and
taped down to ensure safety for the patrons. Alternately, cable can be permanently in
the walls in segregated cable trays, which provide multiple channels through which to
run cable. The purpose of these trays is to allow the safe and permanent installation of
multiple types of cabling, in this case cabling for electrical and sound purposes.
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Fig. 57, Cables Run Through House, Obstructing Mural and Putting
Weight on Moulding
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Combining Solutions

To this point, each problem the theatre faces in the restoration process has been
looked at individually. The murals need some repair work, and intervention to prevent
future deterioration. The lighting units currently are disrupting the aesthetic of the house
and need to be more discreet and placed so as not to further damage the Emerson murals.
Potential solutions for preserving the murals have been presented, as well as solutions
regarding the awkward and intrusive lighting placement. However, there remains
a solution which looks at both problems together, and presents what could the most
historically sensitive and safest arrangement of the lights and murals.
This solution is inspired by the restoration work done in the Grand Opera House
in Wilmington, Delaware. A lighting cove was created in the theatre by cutting the
ceiling decoration and applying it to an angled panel below the cove (Fig. 58 and 59).
This created a new lighting position in the theatre with minimal intrusion of the historic
fabric29.
The suggested restoration and alteration process of the Plays and Players Theatre
would take place in multiple stages. The Plays and Players Organization would need to
carefully time the work as much of it would require closing the theatre while the work
is in progress. This process would not only eliminate the obtrusive lighting positions
that currently exist, it would protect the historic fabric and establish permanent lighting
positions. The process also allows for the installation of updated wiring.
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Fig. 58, Above, and Fig. 59, Below, Lighting Cove in Grand Opera House,
Wilmington, DE
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Stage One
•

The murals are removed for cleaning, repair, patching, and varnishing.

•

Microscopic paint analysis is conducted for ﬁnal determination of original paint
coloring.

•

Paint is removed from wood paneling and repairs are made.

•

The fabric paneling is removed and new fabric ordered based on the exposed
sections.

•

The steel pipe lighting cages are removed.

Stage Two
•

New walls are constructed for the murals which angle away from the existing
walls. Within, new lighting positions will be constructed (Fig. 60).

•

Segregated cable trays are installed behind the wood paneling for both sound and
electrical cables, leading to permanent wall boxes behind the panels to provide
electrical access for lighting instruments and connection to the sound system for
speakers.

Stage Three
•

The repair of the wood paneling is completed and it is stained and varnished to
match the original color scheme.

•

The columns, capitals, doors, and moulding are repainted according to original
color scheme.

•

The seating boxes are returned to their original use.
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Stage Four
•

The new fabric paneling is installed.

•

The murals are replaced on their new walls.

•

The seating is reupholstered to reﬂect the historic color palette.

•

The theatre reopens.

Fig. 60, Proposed Positioning for Murals and Lighting Pipes
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Conclusions

The restoration and subsequent management of an historic theatre, while
continuing the operation of the theatre, is a balancing act. To appropriately utilize
technological advancements, compromises in the ideal restoration must be made. To
maintain the restoration, sacriﬁces must be made on the part of the theatre owner,
director, designer, technician, and the patrons of the theatre.
The Plays and Players Theatre, while in need of restoration, is not yet decrepit. It
can be saved before the historic fabric of the theatre is beyond redemption. As Mrs. Jay
turned towards the murals of Edith Emerson in the time of World War I to rejuvenate the
theatre, the Plays and Players Organization can spark the restoration of the theatre and
bring in new patrons through the preservation of the same murals.
The restoration and renovation suggested will help to preserve the murals for
future generations of theatre goers to enjoy. It will also provide permanent lighting
positions which do not compromise the murals or clutter the aesthetic of the theatre.
Only if the Plays and Players Organization is willing to maintain the restored
theatre and enforce the maintenance with the Philadelphia Theatre Company will a
restoration be truly successful. With hard work, dedication, and a continued commitment
to the ideals of the Little Theatre, preservation will be a valuable tool that keeps the Plays
and Players Theatre thriving.
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